Possible Code of Conduct Violation Occurs
Resolution Path Determined by these Questions:
Is Separation or Expulsion from the university a Possible Outcome?
Did this incident have a significant impact to the university community or other individuals?

NO. Administrative Process followed. Respondent meets with administrator.
Does respondent accept responsibility for violations & sanctions?

YES. Decision is sent. Case is closed.

NO. Schedule Hearing with different administrator to determine responsibility and/or sanctions.

Decision is sent. Does respondent accept administrative hearing outcome?

NO. Respondent submits appeal petition. Appeal reviewed by student affairs administrator. Are there sufficient grounds for an appeal?

NO. Appeal Denied Decision sent. Case is closed.
YES. Case is returned to original hearing board for reconsideration or new sanctions are rendered.

YES. Case is closed.

YES. Case is closed.

YES. Case is closed.

YES for either. Formal Hearing Process followed. Office of Student Conduct looks into the incident.

After gathering information, a formal hearing board determines responsibility and possible sanctions. Decision is sent. Does the respondent accept the outcome?

NO. Respondent submits appeal petition. Appeal reviewed by three person student affairs appeal board. Are there sufficient grounds for an appeal?

NO. Appeal Denied Decision sent. Case is closed.
YES. Case is returned for reconsideration or new sanctions are rendered.

Notes:
Normally, administrative process cases that may lead to disciplinary probation OR that occur off campus OR that occur outside of University or Greek housing will be administered by the Office of Student Conduct.
The term respondent means either individual students or student organizations.